The Power of The Connected School
Best Practices for Harnessing the Power of LinkedIn for Your University

“

In higher education, traditional silos can stymie the larger
work and goals that so many are working to achieve. Thank
you LinkedIn for bringing both data and relationships to
help connect the next generation of leaders.

”

Brandon Buzbee
Associate Vice Chancellor,
Global Networks, University of Denver
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The Challenge

Data Sits in Silos

Data. It’s everywhere, and that’s the problem.

EDUCATION
/ FACULTY

MARKETING

Today’s universities and colleges are challenged not by a lack of student data but
by the inability to collect, share, and analyze student information scattered across
multiple departments and programs. From the moment a prospective student
inquires through a marketing gateway and throughout their journey from student to
alumnus, there are countless opportunities to ask, and receive, student information.
Yet for many universities, silos prevent university leadership from accessing valuable
insights across different departments. And when departments don’t communicate
or collaborate, students and alumni are also at risk for a fragmented or even
disjointed experience. Silos become barriers to delivering on quality student and
alumni service while higher education professionals miss essential opportunities to
engage and influence key stakeholders.

ADMISSIONS

IP / THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

CAREER
SERVICES
STUDENT
CAREER
SERVICES

UNIVERSITY
DEVELOPMENT

Data is collected throughout the student journey
but often trapped in silos
In today’s competitive higher education marketplace, universities need to
maximize every advantage they have. If institutional silos are preventing
you from accessing a full picture of your prospect and student data, it’s
time to get connected.

ALUMNI
RELATIONS

Prospect

Student

Alumni
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The solution

Breakdown Silos with LinkedIn

How can you gain a comprehensive way to engage with and learn about your
prospects, students, and alumni? The solution already exists, and chances are many
of your departments are already using it for their specific student needs: LinkedIn.
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Discover how you can fully leverage LinkedIn to achieve greater
connectivity across all departments and develop a more holistic picture
of students and alumni to drive your competitive advantage.
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LinkedIn helps connect all departments
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As a result, you’ll have a more connected school and your students will enjoy a more
seamless experience.

0 01

Home to more than 500 million working professionals, LinkedIn is more than a
career networking tool. In fact, through our breadth of offerings LinkedIn can help you
break down the silos across your campus and amplify outreach by each individual
department or program.
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The Connected School fully harnesses
the power of LinkedIn
This ebook will show you how LinkedIn media, insights, and tools can be leveraged across all university
departments to amplify and benefit from each others’ work.

Prospect

media

Sponsored & Organic Content

Share this ebook with other departments in your
school to spur conversations about how your team
can work together to coordinate university-wide
efforts on the LinkedIn platform.

InMail
Lead Gen Forms
Dynamic Ads

Insights

Alumni

Pro Tip

University Pages

Tools

Student

Skills in Demand Reporting
Alumni & Student Connectivity
Outcomes Reporting
LinkedIn Learning Courses
Premium Subscriptions
Elevate for Alums
Sales Navigator for Alums

The Power of
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Media

Creating a Connected School to Engage

LinkedIn Media
Building engagement across the entire student journey, from prospects to alumni, is the foundation of
success for a wide range of university departments -- including marketing, student services, academic
programs, career services, and alumni advancement.
At LinkedIn, we offer universities and colleges a customizable mix of organic and paid media to help
you effectively target and engage with your student and alumni populations and optimize your efforts for
maximum impact.
Your organic and paid marketing strategies should work hand-in-hand to extend your messages to the
right audiences, at the scale you need to accomplish your university’s goals.

Organic

Paid

University Pages
SlideShare

Display Ads
Text Ads

Long-form posts
Alumni Tool

Sponsored Content
Sponsored InMail
Lead Gen Forms

Pro Tip
Use organic media on LinkedIn to engage your
followers and build community around school
news, thought leadership, and alumni stories. At the
same time, use LinkedIn’s paid media to extend
your followers, to targeted audiences that will help
you accomplish your school’s business goals –
e.g. driving enrollment, donations, and placement.

Elevate

EXTEND HOW YOU:
Target | Engage | Optimize
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University Pages
University Pages are your school’s hub for communication on LinkedIn. This is where you
attract and interact with your target audiences because it’s often one of the first pages LinkedIn
members visit to learn about your university or school.
Engage with a wide range of stakeholders, from prospective students and their parents to
alumni, donors, and employers. Publish current news, promote student and alumni events, and
share success stories of faculty and alumni all in one location. Your students and alumni can
also drive connections by liking, sharing, and commenting on your content.
University Pages also offer real-time analytics about followers and visitors to your page. The
analytics tab of the University Page admin center provides you with metrics and trends such
as, reach and engagement of your posts, follower demographics and sources, page traffic and
unique visitors.
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University Page Best Practices
organize By School

Create separate University Pages for each school – such as your School of Business
or School of Education. These pages can be linked together as “Affiliated Schools” to
support your overall university brand.

45%

Make Regular Posts

Consistently posting updates and news items keep your school top of mind for your
readers. Encourage engagement with open-ended questions. You can also target your
posts by alumni or type of degree.

Highlight Alumni

One of the most engaging pieces of content on University Pages are alumni stories. Be
sure to highlight stories of successful alumni as a way to inspire both prospective and
current students.

University Page updates containing links
can have up to a 45% higher follower
engagement than updates without links.

Celebrate School Milestones

Highlight school-specific events and traditions, like Founders’ Day, to encourage
engagement. Celebrating university rankings and top 10 lists are also great ways to drive
engagement while strengthening your brand.

invest in your university page

Sponsor content to reach a targeted audience beyond just your University Page
followers. Make your content relevant by customizing your messages to specific
audiences. Then test and retest a variety of content in real-time to optimize performance.
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Pro Tips
SlideShare
SlideShare is among the top 100 most visited websites worldwide, with users uploading 400,000
new presentations, videos, and other content each month, making it an effective channel to share
everything from faculty research to marketing videos.
With lead capturing capabilities and built-in analytics, they’re an effective channel to house a widevariety of university content in one place. Educate, influence, and even entertain LinkedIn members with
SlideShare content, and extend your social reach through “Likes” and “Shares”.

leverage visuals

Good visuals increase viewer retention
by up to 42%. According to our
research, the most popular presentations
have an average of 37 images.

be concise

Try to feature one idea per slide, and
use fewer than 30 words.

make a good first
impression

The first slide in your presentation
will display as a thumbnail whenever
you share your deck, so make sure it
captures attention.

Have a strong cta

End every SlideShare presentation with
a link to a blog or your website to build
out your views.

gain insights

Use SlideShare’s own analytics to
track geographical distribution, traffic
sources, and timing to evaluate what
works with your target audience.
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Online Publishing for University Leaders
Today’s top performing leaders are also social influencers. In fact, 7 million C-level executives, presidents, and
VPs are on LinkedIn, and many are turning to LinkedIn to publish their content in long-form.

6 Steps to
Becoming a Social
Leader on LinkedIn

Show that your institution is innovative by encouraging your university leadership to post regularly on LinkedIn,
where the professional mindset, brand safety, and trust is ideal for higher education. You’ll find that having a
president, dean, or other university leader who is active on social media will offer an authentic, human voice to
your organization -- resulting in a culture of content creation and sharing that filters through the entire organization.

Create an effective executive profile

Online Publishing for Student Ambassadors

Coordinate with your Communications
department to share news

“I’ve been blown away by just how many people contact me on a daily basis to let me know they have enjoyed my
writing or ask me to consider joining their company when I graduate.” – Charise Roberts, UNC Chapel Hill
Each week, more than 160,000 stories are published on LinkedIn by Influencers and professionals. Mixed into
that number is LinkedIn’s fastest-growing demographic: students.
Encouraging your students to post on LinkedIn helps to develop them as thought leaders and elevates their
status among potential employers. Student topics can range from politics and freedom of speech on campus to
workplace culture, social media campaigns, and even the rise of fake news.

Connect with your most important
constituents and peers

Regularly share updates, articles, and
insights with your network
Publish long-form articles
Encourage your employees and peers
to follow you

Download our Exec Playbook for Higher
Education Leaders to learn more best practices
to becoming a social leader.
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Paid Media: Sponsored Content
Your University Page is the base of operations to build an organic following, but it shouldn’t stop there. It’s
great when an audience chooses you; it can be even better when you choose your most relevant audience.
That’s why Sponsored Content is one of the best ways to target prospective students on LinkedIn.
LinkedIn Sponsored Content lets you promote your best-performing University Page updates to reach beyond
your followers, to a targeted audience. This paid amplification can be used for a variety of goals on and off
LinkedIn, including reaching new audiences, building University Page followers, establishing thought leadership,
lead capture and, ultimately, conversion. And with LinkedIn’s Campaign Manager tool, you may run multiple
campaigns at once for testing purposes. These tests are vital for optimizing your results over time.

Benefits of
Sponsored Content
target your most
valuable audience

Reach the audience that matters most using
accurate, profile-based, first-party data.

reach your prospects
anywhere

Publish your content in the LinkedIn feed
and high-quality placements on mobile,
tablet, and desktop.

grow your business at
every stage

screenshot

Drive quality leads, generate engagement,
and raise brand awareness on the world’s
largest professional network.

Click here to get started with Sponsored Content.
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Sponsored Content Best Practices
Invest in great images

Skip the stock photos and hire a professional photographer to take campus and
student shots.

optimize your landing pages

Keep forms short, have a prominent call to action, and always be mobile optimized.
80% of Sponsored Content engagement comes from mobile devices.

Case Study
William & Mary’s Mason School of Business
converted over 60% more enrolled students with
LinkedIn Sponsored Content than with Google
AdWords, at 2.5 times lower advertising spend.
Click here to read the full case study.

start with broad targeting

Aim for audiences sizes of 300k+. This ensures that you don’t miss potential
prospects and gives you enough critical mass for optimization.

post a variety of content

Don’t just focus on program information or request for information calls to action.
Publish helpful content, alumni stories, and faculty profiles. And always be testing!
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Lead Gen Forms
Collecting quality leads for universities is challenging. On mobile, it’s even harder. That’s because most
students don’t want to complete a form on a college’s mobile website to access a piece of content.
LinkedIn’s Lead Gen Forms make it easy to collect leads from our 500 million+ members. When
viewers click on one of your ads, their LinkedIn profile information automatically populates an in-app form
that they can submit instantly -- without having to type in their information by hand. And because this lead
data comes from the member’s up-to-date LinkedIn profile, it is typically more accurate and complete than
what you’d get from traditional website forms.

“Lead Gen Forms provide a frictionless way
for us to reach out to customers.”
			

			
			

Fareed Raja
Channel Manager,
Jack Welch Management Institute

Our Lead Gen Forms let you:
• Generate high-quality leads at scale
• Prove the ROI of your lead gen campaigns
• Access and manage your leads with ease
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Pro Tips
Sponsored InMail
Sponsored InMails within the LinkedIn platform give you the flexibility and freedom of targeting messaging
beyond the traditional display ad. And unlike long form posts, our Sponsored InMail allows you to target
and segment by employment seniority, geography, degree, and more.
With Sponsored InMail, you can:
• Optimize for mobile, including a Call to Action button that remains on top of the screen
• Deliver in real-time when members are actually on LinkedIn, increasing open rates
• Show up in an uncluttered professional context to ensure maximum mindshare
• Personalize your message to resonate with your target audience

make it personal

Start a conversation. Make the prospect
feel like a VIP, and test sending it from
different senders.

optimize for
relevance

Always ask “Why would my audience
read this?” and ensure your message is
targeted and relevant.

set your
program apart

Clearly highlight benefits to the reader.
What sets your program apart? Include a
concise call to action and be clear what
you want your audience to do next.

Case Study
Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business leveraged InMail to promote
its Cross Continent MBA program. Targeting prospects in India, Russia,
and Latin America, the school’s InMail campaign resulted in a 400 percent
increase in conversions. Some students converted in as little as five months.

amplify and
personalize

Test to see what works with your
audience and then refine your
messaging based on results.

Click here to read the full case study.
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Pro Tips
Dynamic and Text Ads
LinkedIn offers you the opportunity to use a variety of ads to target and connect with your stakeholders.
Dynamic Ads, powered by LinkedIn profile data, allow you to personalize your creative to resonate with
prospective students.
For higher education institutions on LinkedIn, text ads are an easy way to generate quality leads with
an easy, self-serve solution. And they work very well for higher ed because of the professional context
on LinkedIn. You can easily create, manage, and optimize well-targeted, customized campaigns in just
minutes – on a budget that works for you.

test creative

Be sure to use at least two creatives so
you can test out variations of your ad. Try
reframing your headline as a question or
referencing the audience in the headline.

go easy on caps

No one wants to be yelled at -unfortunately, that’s what all caps and
lots of exclamation points feel like to
your readers. Instead, try using normal
punctuation and use exclamation points
in moderation.

include a call
to action

One way to improve your ad is to grab
your audience’s attention with key
phrases in your ad’s headline such as “Try
Now” or “Download”.
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INSIGHTS

Creating a Connected School to Understand

Breaking the Silos

Insights Across Deparments
With all the many ways you can engage with your stakeholders on LinkedIn – from prospective students
and parents to current students and alumni – the amount of data collected will continue to grow.
Fortunately, LinkedIn also provides key tools to help you review your data and get answers to key
questions shared by multiple departments. With one source of data, your university will be able to analyze
a wider range of information to create actionable insights that support departments and programs
campus-wide.
Here are just a sample of the questions LinkedIn data can help you answer across different deparments:

Admissions

Career
Services

Alumni
relations

thought
leadership

How is LinkedIn impacting
brand awareness and
enrollment?

What are the career
outcomes for your
graduates?

Where are your aumni living
and working?

What type of content is our
target audience consuming
on the platform?

Which geographic areas
deliver the most students?
How much is your brand
influecning your target
audience?

What skills will we need to
enable in the future?
Which companies hire from
your competitors?

What are they degrees by
goegraphy?
Access to custom segments
comprised of companies
most likely to hire your
alumni.

Hiring-related supply and
demande for a specific
target audience in a specific
geographic area.
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Our future vision

LinkedIn Insight Tag
The LinkedIn Insight tag is your key to better understanding your key audiences. It’s a lightweight JavaScript
tag that powers conversion tracking, retargeting, and web analytics for LinkedIn ad campaigns. By placing
this tag on all of your website’s pages, you can:
•
•
•

See the business demographics of your site visitors from any source
Confirm if those visitors are the ones you really want – and adjust your marketing accordingly
Understand, segment and nurture those prospects with sequential display and social media messaging

Visit this page to learn how to access your unique Insight tag.

Standardized
Outcomes Reporting
LinkedIn envisions a dashboard in the future
where universities and colleges can standardize
reporting across departments. Whether it’s
evaluating key markets for Admissions or
tracking employment statistics after graduation
for Career Services, government reporting, or
Alumni Development, LinkedIn data for your
school will be to be captured, sorted, and
made accessible through a single dashboard.
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Alumni and Career Insights
LinkedIn can offer insights into your school’s career outcomes and how the skills of your alumni compare
to the skills of alumni from other schools in your peer group. Gain a snapshot of the most popular and indemand skills by industry and geography and assess how your alumni compare. Identify and anticipate
trends to develop curriculum and support current students as they prepare for their careers after graduation.
Some of this data can even be used in your marketing material, provided an excellent example of how
LinkedIn can help your school leverage data across departments.

Alumni Insights
Top Functions

Top Skills

MS Office

Sales

Leadership

Finance
Operations

Customer Service
Management

Marketing

Public Speaking

Program Management

65%

25%

10%

Started a job within
1 year of graduation

Transfered to a
new school after
graduation

Remained at the job
they had prior to
graduation

Peer Advantage Alumni Distribution

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

Peer Advantage Alumni Distribution
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Brand Impact Studies
Based on certain spend levels on LinkedIn, we can run research to track changes in brand perception
based on your LinkedIn campaigns. Brand impact studies measure the performance of a client’s
LinkedIn Sponsored Content campaigns against key brand metrics to determine the effectiveness of
the client’s campaign.
Whether your university has a centralized marketing department or not, sharing campaign data with
Admissions and other schools and departments can be challenging. With LinkedIn, you can share
insights on how messaging and outreach performed with your target audiences.

Control (%)

Exposed (%)

Delta (% pts)

Unaided Brand Awareness

1

0

-1

Aided Brand Awareness

8

20

+12

Favorability

24

19

-5

Consideration

33

23

-10

Ad Recall*

1

2

+1

0

1

+1

Message Association*
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TOOLS

Creating a Connected School to Drive Behavior

Alumni Tool
Our Alumni Tool, embedded in each University Page, is a powerful way to identify where your alumni
are located, where they are working, and in what industries and job functions. More than 24,000
universities already use our Alumni Tool to discover, in just one click, aggregated data that includes:
•
•
•

Top 25 places alumni live
Top 25 employers of alumni
Top 25 industries that employ alumni

The Alumni Tool isn’t just for Career Services. Alumni Relations can use this information to sort by class
year to support class reunions and other event opportunities. University fundraisers can also leverage
the Alumni Tool to sort by interest in identifying possible donor opportunities. Even faculty can use career
information to evaluate popular career paths of alumni to help enhance and update curriculum.
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AutoFill For Applications
Take advantage of LinkedIn’s accurate first-party data to help remove barriers for applicants,
students, and alumni to share their personal information. For example, we offer an AutoFill function
for students applying online. In pilot studies, we saw completion rates increased 10 times over
the standard rate.
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AutoFill to Populate Alumni Databases
We also offer this AutoFill option for Alumni Services to help build out and update their alumni database.
Accurate alumni data is a common problem for Alumni offices. Students and graduates can opt in to use
their current LinkedIn profiles to complete fields and commonly asked questions.

Auto-fill alumni
profile entries
at log-in

Students opt in
to link their
LinkedIn profiles
with your
school’s CRM
system and
Alumn database

enable schools
School forever
benefits from
Students’
LinkedIn data
additions

To reduce friction and repetition in
completing alumni database profiles

empower schools

via individual opt-in, to leverage their
graduate community
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Higher Education
Give your students a distinct advantage
in their job and internship search
Premium subscriptions

for Higher Education

PREMIUM

“With Featured Applicant, I was on top of
every hiring manager’s list. I started getting
interviews and recruiters were visiting
my [LinkedIn profile]. I was able to get the
attention of companies I wanted to join.

Demonstrate your school’s commitment to supporting student success after graduation, and
strengthen a key competitive Educational
advantage among your
peer schools, bynow
providing
LinkedIn
institutions
have
thePremium
opportunity to purchase bulk LinkedIn
			 Job Search + Learning
			Abhinav Gopalakrishnan
Subscriptions for students. This provides access to job search tools that can help your students
			
Marketing Analyst,
DWG
subscriptions
for
students
at
a
significant
discount.
This
includes
access
to
premium
job
search
tools that
more effectively connect with potential employers, be seen by hiring managers, and foster ties with
alumni in their chosen field. LinkedIn
Premium
also provides
its ownget
set of noticed
insights to help
will help
your
students
bystudents
potential employers, get connected to hiring managers, connect
tailor their job search.

with alumni in their chosen fields, and get ahead with premium LinkedIn insights. Demonstrate your
LinkedIn offers universities a significant
student discount
for bulk subscriptions,
ranging and
from 50drive their success with LinkedIn Premium.
commitment
to student
outcomes
percent to nearly 80 percent off standard pricing.

With LinkedIn Premium, students can:
• Browse any LinkedIn member profile
• Reach members on LinkedIn with InMail
• See “Who’s Viewed My Profile”
over the last
90 days
Browse
any
LinkedIn member profile
• Apply to jobs as a Featured Applicant
• Access online courses for business
andmembers
technical skills with
Learningwith InMail
Reach
onLinkedIn
LinkedIn

Benefits for your students:
•
•
• See “Who’s Viewed My Profile” over the last 90 days
• Apply to jobs as a Featured Applicant
• Access online courses for business and technical
skills with LinkedIn Learning

•

See how you stack up against other applicants
based on your LinkedIn profile

Connecting Staff and Faculty
with a Global Community
Students aren’t the only ambassadors for your school. With LinkedIn’s Elevate social media tool, you
can support staff and faculty in connecting with alumni and your greater global community. Receive daily
suggestions of content that’s resonating with your target audience and make it easy for faculty and staff
to share. In fact, our studies show more than 50% of Elevate users today had no sharing activity in the 90
days prior to using our tool.
Through Elevate, you can:
• Make it easy for employees to share quality, company-relevant content
• Leverage user insights to power results and show full-funnel impact
• Increase alumni engagement and support key fundraising goals

Case Study
Pearson Education leveraged Elevate to increase
brand awareness by engaging a small group
of employees across different markets to share
Pearson-relevant content with their social networks.
“To build a brand from the inside out, we know that
equipping employees to act as brand advocates
is important. Social media is one way to help
employees share their stories and we needed a way
to quickly and easily scale the social media efforts
that were already taking place,” says Anna Bowen,
Director of Employee Communications. After the
launch, Pearson employees were sharing seven times
more, with three times the standard engagement and
double the company page views.
Click here to read the full case study.
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The LinkedIn Impact

the linkedin impact

One Platform for Every Step of the Journey
No other platform can connect you with your prospects, students, and alumni, throughout the entire student
journey, quite like LinkedIn. That’s what makes us the platform of choice to break down silos and create an
integrated, connected school that lets you leverage insights more effectively and strategically.

Support
Causes
Develop
Career

From the moment a prospective student researches your school until they become a committed alumni serving as
your advocate, LinkedIn offers more ways to engage, understand, and drive behavior.

Upgrade
Skills

Job
Internship
Connect
with Alumni

Build
Network

Research
Schools

Apply to
School

Develop
Profile
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the linkedin impact

More Qualified Leads from the Start
Leveraging LinkedIn across your university can change dramatically your student journey. Multiple research studies
have shown that LinkedIn student leads are highly qualified and ultimately become successful alumni. Using
LinkedIn’s full suite of tools, you can influence quality prospects before they hone in on their top three schools – an
important recruitment milestone.
With LinkedIn you’ll gain:
Marketers’ Focus

LinkedIn impact area

More enrollments

See and click on ads

higher graduation rates

Research has shown that LinkedIn members have higher than average grit and determination to overcome
difficult challenges – like a rigorous degree program. They are also more likely to have the financial stability to
avoid dropping out of programs, leading to higher graduation rates.

Convert to leads

Convert to enrollments

successful employment outcomes

As the world’s largest professional network, LinkedIn helps graduates connect to more career opportunities
– improving career outcomes for your school.

a virtuous cycle

Successful graduates make the best advocates to recruit quality students.These graduates will act as
individual ambassadors for your brand, making your marketing increasingly more efficient in the future. As
you know, word of mouth is critical in this increasingly connected world. Building a network of successful
alumni advocates will help your school accomplish your schools goals across all departments.

Graduate/complete the program

SUCCESS
F
WILL HEL UL GRADUATES
P THEIR C
AUSE

Because LinkedIn is a trusted resource for making educational and professional decisions, the leads that
come from LinkedIn are more likely to turn into enrollments.

Achieve meaningful employment
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About LinkedIn
Today, LinkedIn members number more than 500 million professionals. That’s over one-half of the
600 million professionals on the planet, representing the world’s largest group of influential, affluent,
and educated people.

To learn more about how you can market your school to this audience, visit lnkd.in/highered.

